
SUENO – A European success story
“Research on novel bio-signal technologies & methodologies for unsuper-
vised, automatic extraction of electrophysiological biomarkers”

The SUENO project aimed at researching toward high-quality automated  
analysis and scoring of human sleep, as measured by EEG (Electroence- 
falograph-brain activity), EOG (Electrooculogram-eye movement) and EMG 
(Electromiogram-muscle movement), based on system that can be used in a 
completely unsupervised mode.

The research was driven by the objective to reach high quality standards in  
respect to validity and reliability of basic electrophysiological biomarkers centred 
on spectral analysis, scoring of sleep and beyond.

The dual objectives of automatic and unsupervised imposed non-trivial real-world 
practical requirements which were the main reason why such a system did not 
yet exist on the market. 

The partnership between Starlab, which has a wide expertise in the electro-
physiological sensor field, and the Siesta Group, which is specialised on EEG- 
and sleep-related clinical trials, tried to develop the first truly comfortable, user 
friendly, and robust sleep analysis system for unsupervised home studies with 
full sleep scoring. In order to do this they had to overcome the barriers that have 
prevented others from doing this in the past like the number of data channels 
needed for automatic sleep staging algorithms and the related effect on complexity 
of the sensor.

Impact of the ETB project
The Spanish company Starlab coordinated 
the SUENO project. The company, founded 
in 2000, has expertise in the development of 
innovative sensors and systems both in space 
and applied neuroscience, signal process-
ing algorithms, with a strong specialisation in  
electrophysiology algorithms, software and 
hardware. It was responsible for the technology 
development aspects of the project.

Starlab developed several hardware proto-
types which were tested and compared with 
state-of-the-art sleep monitoring systems. 
The final prototype leaded to a wearable and 
wireless electrophysiology medical certified 
sensor. The company also advanced in the 
state-of-the-art of dry electrodes which mini-
mize the set-up time when recording electro-
physiological signals.

The Siesta Group provided their expertise on 
sleep related clinical trials adapting the current  
scoring algorithms to work with a limited  
number of electrophysiological channels as 
an automatic and unsupervised system  
demands. The different prototypes issued 
during the project were tested by the Siesta 
Group in real clinic trials. Their feedback was 
crucial to get a reliable hardware and software 
sleep scoring system.

ETB Award
for the most successful European 
biotech cooperation

The ETB Award honours finalised cooperative projects, fund- 
ed under the frame of the EuroTransBio (ETB) international 
funding initiative, that have generated innovative scientific and 
technological outcomes and show high economic potential.

EuroTransBio – 
International Funding Initiative
ETB has funded 135 biotech projects worth more than 233 Mio €  
– involving 332 SMEs, 121 academic organizations and 7 large  
companies, organized in small consortia. The next ETB call is 
open since October 1st, 2013 and will close on January 31st, 2014. 
ETB is present at Bio-Europe 2013, visit us at booth n°14!!
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